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METAL WORKS
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POS Terminal

STAND
FOR PAYMENT
STATION
 
The POS terminal stand is great for making your credit
or debit card transactions smoother and faster.
It is made of durable metal to withstand heavy use, and
it bolts securely to the counter to deter theft.
The base, bolts securely to the countertop for a sturdy
installation. As you can see, the handle for
POS terminals is able to move with a convenient rotating
function.
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POS TERMINAL STANDS
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POS Terminal

POS MARKET 
HANDLER
 
Get acquainted with the next contemporary product
of IDEA company Pos market handler. The most basic
purpose a point-of-sale terminal serves is simply allowing
a customer to pay for their items. Nowadays, this means
reading their credit or debit card, confirming the purchase
is authorized and then triggering the printing of a receipt.
This “Pos market handler” is aimed at providing maximum
flexibility for payment processing. As you can see,
the handle for “Pos Market” is made of metal, adapted to
modern standards with a convenient rotating function.
Dimensions are made according to the customer's order.
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POS TERMINAL X990
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POS TAXI HANDLER
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SECURITY
CABINET
 
Our range of security cabinets and safes is
designed to offer surveillance at a variety of levels
from medium through to high safeness.
Built from the finest quality materials, our security
cabinets are available in a wide variety of sizes and
with many lock options. Created with the highest
manufacturing standards, our Security Safes are
designed to protect a wealth of valuable items
within a range of environments. 
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SECURITY CABINET
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LIGHT BOX

TRANSPARENT
LIGHT BOX
 
The sleek and shiny design of the "TRANSPARENT LIGHTBOX"
helps you find the right way and creates an attractive illumination
effect in the evening. Backlit signs are ideal for messages that
need to be seen with high contrast. Lighting is radiant and
attractive, giving your brand a competitive edge. In particular,
lights naturally attract the eye, making them popular with all
those that need their signs to be seen.
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All social networks – ideabaku
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